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Former homosexual speaks
Groups
Hallett
recounts oppose
past gay Hallett's
lifestyle views
By JENN NEUSER
News Reporter
Joe Hallett, speaking as a former
homosexual with AIDS, brought his
Outpost Ministries circuit to Winona
State University April 7.
Outpost Ministries helps people
wanting to leave the homosexual
lifestyle.
He spoke of memories and events
that changed him into what he is
today.
Hallett said his philosophy is that
when "it seems you can't depend on
anyone, there is God." He feels that
"the need for male love lures most
men into homosexuality." To lead
them out, they must have "the unconditional love of God's people."
Hallett's speech described his
"deep hunger to be loved." Without
the support of his father, Hallett
turned towards other men to fill the
void.
He said felt it was better to be used
sexually than be ignored. These "homosexual relationships were my only
way of coping with emptiness,"
Hallett said.
He said he would become infatuated with any man who gave him
attention. As he got older, he found it
hard to interact with others. At 16 he
realized he was homosexual. He still
didn't admit it because that would
make it too real.
In college, Hallett became involved
in Campus Crusade for Christ. He
said he found the kind of God that
loved him for who he was.
He still felt that he must choose
between the homosexual li festyle a nd
God. Hallett described this as a "teeter-totter with just [him] on it".
As a sophomore in college he
"came out of the closet".
Hallett moved to Minneapolis and
entered the gay community, getting

By NATHAN STEINER
News Editor

In response to lecturer Joe Hallett,
a former homosexual with AIDS, nine
Winona and Winona State University students and groups clarified
their stances on homosexuals, lesbians and Hallett's views.
The groups spoke at a Wednesday

afternoon press conference in Somsen
Hall as Hallett spoke a floor below.
Dallas Drake, a gay activist from
Minneapolis and moderator of the
WSU forum, said, "Hallett isn't okay
with his orientation."
He said, "Behavior can be changed
but orientation can't be changed. He
acknowledges his desire to be with
men."
He said that Hallett is different
from gay people who don't have
AIDS.
Drake spoke against Outpost Ministry and other organizations that recruit to convert homosexuals into
heterosexuals.
Drake claims that Hallett poses a
high potential for abuse because
people who have problems with their
sexual identity need professional
counseling, not a speaker such as
Hallett or organizations such as Outpost Ministries.
He said, "Turning homosexuality
into heterosexuality is a scheme for
abuse."
He added that the only way the
gay and lesbian community are going to get support for their problems
is through counselling and "not a
soap box minister."
Meg Bueltel, a sophomore social
work major and member of the Student Association for Social Work, said
while gays and lesbians should respected, Hallett is speaking for himself. "We must remember he isn't a
spokesperson for all gays and lesbi-

See Speaker, page 6

Top: Joe Hallett, a former
homosexual, spoke in Somsen
Auditorium Wednesday
afternoon about his
experiences as a homosexual
and how he is coping with
AIDS.

Is sexual
orientatinn
geneti
chosen
See Forum,
Bottom: Professor Terry
Friedrichs spoke with other
student and community
organizations in last
Wednesday's press
conference held to discuss
reactions and input to the
former homosexual speaker
Joseph Hallet, who spoke
earlier in the day in Somsen
Auditorium.

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor

See Opposition, page 6
Tamberlain Jacobs/Photo Editor

School board hears gay poster debate
By BRYANT SCOTT
News Reporter

A poster hanging at Winona Senior High
School was labeled as "homosexual
propaganda" by 83 protestors who demanded
its immediate removal.
The poster posed a hypothetical question to
students: What would you do if your best
friend announced he or she was a homosexual?
It then offered three answers—"Don't leave
that person, stop telling queer jokes, and adviser
that person to seek adult consultation. "Each
suggestion was accompanied by a drawing.
The Winona School Board held a special
meeting at the Winona Senior High School
April 7 to discuss their budget for 1993-94, but
the poster took major debate.
Supporters of the poster and opponents were
expected to appear, but it turned out that none

of the opponents were there to defend their
position.
The first item addressedat the board meeting
during Parent/Communitycomment time was
the poster. Dick Gaffron, school board chair,
invited comments from both supporters and
opponents of the poster.
One adamant supporter of the poster was
Dr. Terry Friedrichs, a Winona State University
special education professor, spoke in favor of
the poster.
"I first read about the poster in the Winona
Daily News and then I learned of the details at
the press conference ofthe former homosexual,"
said Friedrichs.
Earlier that day, a former homosexual who
spoke at WSU sponsored by Christians In
Action, generated debate over the nature vs.
nurture argument involving the sponsors of
the presentations and gay activists.

Friedrichs that "the poster is there to help
young gay, lesbians, and their friends that are
struggling with this very difficult issue."
Dr. Friedrichs says that studies have
indicated that gay, lesbian, and bisexual adults
tend to do better on scholastic aptitude test,
more graduate from college. and they have
more earning power than their heterosexual
counterparts.
'The trick is to stop this destructive behavior
and get them through adolescence to
adulthood, because the statistics show that
they become productive citizens," said
Friedrichs.
Dr. Friedrichs says that according to market
research 30 to 40 percent of gay, lesbian, and
bisexual children are involved in drug abuse
or they commit suicide.
"Studies show that 10 percent of adults are
gay or lesbian, and that 20 percent are strongly

bisexual," said Friedrichs.
Daniel Bahr, a member of the school board,
said, "I f that statistic is correct, then out of seven
thousand students at Winona State, at least
twenty-one hundred are either gay or lesbian."
"Are we blowing this issue out of
proportion?" said Bahr. "My concern is will our
high-school councilors be equipped with
information to deal with these sensitive problems?"
Friedrichs said, "If there is one gay child who
feels ostracized in struggling with homosexuality, then that's enough to warrant this poster
and other pro-active measures."
Matt Lund, Winona Senior High student
council president, says that the students he spoke
with didn't have a problem with the poster.

Student
Senate
Senators battle for vice president position

Mr. WSU is on! Your organization or dorm floor still has time to
enter a candidate. Applications are
available in the senate office. The
cost is only $10.

One position is open for senator at-large. If interested, please
apply by noon today. Elections for
this position will beheld at today's
senate meeting. The results of the
vice presidential primary and the
smoking referendum will also be
announced at today's meeting.
Senate elections will be held on
April 27. Students are encouraged
to run for positions of sophomore,
junior and senior senators. Applications are due by noon April 22.
Peace Fest is May 15 at the Lake
Park band shell. Everyone is invited.
Congratulations to Krista
Roemer who is senator of the
month.

By FRANK RAJKOWSKI

Assistant News Editor

Candidates for vice president of
the Winona State Univeristy Student
Senate participated in a question and
answer session in the Smaug on April
12. About 70 people attended the
event.
The candidates, Haley Downs, a
junior political science major, Bill
Fisher, a junior public relations major,
and Julie Schimek, a junior public
relations major, all currently hold
WSU senate seats.

The session was held as a prelude
to the primary elections for vice
president held April 13. The top two
vote recipients in the primary advance
to the final election on April 27.
Results of the primary were not
available at press time.

The candidates were asked
questions by a three member panel
consisting of Student Senate
Treasurer Tom Cage, Student Senate
President Adrienne Mitchell, and
Winona n Editor-in-Chief Stuart
Johnson. Members of the Smaug
audience also directed question to
the candidates.
Topics ranged from how to
increase student awareness of senate
activities and Minnesota State
University Student Association
(MSUSA) to what would be
considered inappropriateconduct for
a senator.
The three candidates agreed on
most issues.
All three agreed that any senator
who admits to making a racial
comment or other inappropriate
conduct should face sanctions.
They also agreed that greater

efforts need to be made to increase
student awareness and participation
in senate activities.
"Word of mouth is the key because
signs don't work on this campus,"
said Downs. "For every month I've
been on senate, I've recruited at least
one new senator."
"We need to find creative ways to
make students want to be involved,"
said Fisher. "Things like forums and
coalition building with other
organizations on campus need to be
tried."
"If we use word of mouth then
people will become more involved,"
said Schimek.
When asked how to get students
more involved in that organization,
Schimek responded, "I will learn a lot
more about MSUSA and take that
knowledge back to campus."

The candidates differed slightly
on whether or not a senators political
views should be taken into account
when deciding what committee to
place them on.
Schimek and Fisher said a persons
political beliefs should be left out of
the senate office and that all senators
should be fighting for the same thing.
However, Downs said she would ask
a senator their political beliefs if she
thought they were weighting down a
particular committee.
The candidates stated why they
felt they were qualified to be elected
vice president.
Fisher felt his experience as a
senate officer at Normandale
Community College made him the
most qualified for the job.
"In this era of change an outside
perspective might be good," Fisher

See Poster, page 6

said in his closing remarks.
Downs said that although she may
not have had as much experience in
student government as the other two
candidates, her experience in leadership roles at WSU for the past three
years gave her the needed experience
for the job. She promised she would•
be attentive to student's opinions.
"My concerns are your concerns,"
said Downs.
Schimek said that experience on
WSU's Student Senate was what
really matters in preparing a person
for the office of vice president. As she
has the most experience on the WSU
Student Senate she felt she was the
most qualified for the job.
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News Briefs

In the news... Heterodoxy
Analysis

Scholarship applications available

By STUART JOHNSON

Applications for the Alpha Sigma Lamda Adult Education Foundation scholarships are now available in
Somsen 109. To be eligible, applicants must be 24
years or older, have completed at least 45 credits at
WSU, and have a GPA of 3.25 or above.
Each ASL chapter may forward only two candidates.
Forms are due by May 14 to Pauline Christenson in
Somsen 109.

In the news this week focuses
right here on campus with another
newspaper that has recently been
circulating entitled Heterodoxy.
This conservative propaganda is
placed in news racks not paid for by
whose put them there, but by you,
the students.
To give you an idea about the
natureof this publication ifyou have
not seen it, the front page story focuses on Bill Clinton and his efforts
to allow gays in the military. Although the headline reads "Gays
march on Pentagon," the story is
extremely misleading and throughout the piece lies misspellings that
are intended to make the president
look foolish.
Below this is an editorialized article that attacks female concerns

Editor-in-Chief

Traffic and parking hearing to be held
An amendment hearing about WSU's traffic and parking regulations will be held on April 30 at 2 p.m in
Somsen Hall room 213 B.
Those interested can participate. Statements may be
made orally or by written statements which must be
turned in prior to the hearing.
Written submissions may be mailed to Somsen 203,
Winona State University, Winona, MN 55987 and must
be received by April 29.
The proposed amendments would regulate traffic
and parking on property owned, leased, occupied or
operated on by WSU.
Copies of the proposed amendments are available
by writing to Winona State University, Parking Services,
Somsen 203, Winona, MN 55987.

ti

Bemidji State
Bemidji State will hold Model Expo 93 on April 16-17.
In the event, 25-30 exibitors from around the state will
display their works.
Displays will include copper casting, knife making,
rocketry and wood carving.
Bemidji State is the only university to offer a model
building major.

Do you want
to send
someone a
message?
Do you need
to sell
something?
Just stop in
the Winonan
and fill
out a
classified
sheet. It's as
easy as
1 - 2 - 3.
Located in
Kryzsko Commons.

The Winonan Winona State University's student newspaper, is written, edited, managed, and financed
by and for the students of Winona State University. The Winonan generates 60 percent of its income through
advertising sales. The remaining money is provided through student activities as a subscription rate. The
Winonan reserves the right to request verification of facts from letters written for publication. Deadline for all
submissions is the Friday prior to publication.
Subscriptions for persons outside the university are available from the business manager for $20
annually. Address all correspondance to: The Winonan, Winona State University, Kryzsko commons, Winona
55987 ph. (507) 457-5520
The Winonan is recognized annually as an award winning newspaper in individual and as a whole by the
the Minnesota Better Newspaper Association in the area of student journalism including awards such as photography, news, variety, advertising design and layout. All submisions for awards are the sole work of students, free
from faculty/administrative exploitation. Winonan is copyrighted and may not be reproduced without permission.
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Spring Fest t-shirts for
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Asst. News Editor
Frank Rajkowski

Limbaugh, anti-feminist garbage.
These articles throughou t are written solely by males with a couple
females in administrative positions.
A story claiming that too much
money is being spent on AIDS research appears on page three without mentioning the rate at which the
disease is being spread throughout
the nation.
It is not simply that someone out
there would like to distribute conservative ideals but to be done so in such
a shallow and mindless manner is
what is so offensive. A reputable
publication written with intellect,
such as the National Review, would
make a better point and do a better
job at convincing readers to a conser-

Winonan.

About fourty students protested the turning of the
Brickyard in Atwood Hall into a non-smoking area.
Atwood Hall is the university's commons area. With
the loss of the Brickyard there is no only one room in
Atwood where smoking is allowed.
The change was made after many students corn, plained of second hand smoke drifting into the second
floor meeting rooms.

News Editor
Nathan Steiner

nuendos, and of course, in the tradition of their lord and master Rush

vative viewpoint.
Even moredisturbing about this
publication's proliferation on cam, pus is the fact that I saw the large
boxes filled with these in the student senate executive office last
week. At the time I did not take the
time to take a good look at them. I
suggest that the student senate have
them removed from the racks where
they lie—students pay for these
racks, not for heterodoxy.
Heterodoxy is a garbage ridden
piece of reading material so reprehensible, so vile, that I am amazed
that anyone of a conservitive persuasion that is well educated would
be approving and applauding its
existence on campus.
Heterodoxy takes a simplistic,
shallow approach to complex issues. It does not deserve attention
at a university.

In The

St. Cloud State

Asst, Photo Editor
Brian Basham
Advertising
Manager
Barry Brooks
Advisor
J. Paul Johnson
Secretary
Steve Tyykila
Copy Editors
Barb Bergman
Michelle Whitaker
Jean Oedsma
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Photographers
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The following page is filled with
homophobic commentary, racist in-

Classified

State Shorts

Editor-in-Chief
Stuart Johnson

with a letter that was circulated
throughout a fraternity that was
clearly gross and demeaning to
women to say nothing of sophomoric.
According to the article, these women
arc apparently complaining about
nothing and yet any shred of common decency would tell one that they
certainly are within their bounds.
Several letters to the editor contained on page two accuses Heterodoxy of being "mean-spirited,
bigoted...ignorant," another reads
"racist, anti-feminist." Several of
these letters are unsigned—a breech
of common journalistic ethics. A signature lends credence to the legitimacy of what is being claimed.
I am sure that the letters of anger
towards this publication have greatly
entertained avid fans of it—it is truly
tragic that the educated find such
hilarity in such a publication.

Get

Cataract Lodge No. 2 scholarship availble
If you have a Masonic affiliation, please contact the
financial aid office in Somsen 108 regarding the criteria
for a $500 scholarship available for the current quarter.
In addition to Masonic affiliation, the student must
have completed one year of full-time attendance at a
Minnesota State University with a minimum grade point
average of 2.50.

"...filled with homophobic commentary, racist innuendos, and of course, in the tradition
of their lord and master Rush Limbaugh, anti-feminist garbage."

Viraj Weerawardena
Andrew Howes
Greg Talmo
Ron Erdmann
Ellen Huggett
Sue Bisco
Mark Amberg
Advertising Staff

Joseph Fry
Bob Huchinson
Tom Holler
Donald Jacques (DJ)
Jen Welsandt
Denise Matthews
Greg Page
Shelly Quick
Jeremy LaCroix

updating Leh styles we stock
so if we don't have something you
want, let us know, we'll get it. Your
satisfaction is

guaranteed!
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STUDENT OWNED • STUDENT OPERATED!

52 East Third St. • Downtown Winona • 454-8660
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• Students of African-American, Hispanic, Asian and
Native American descent
• U.S. Citizens
• Majors : Business, Liberal Arts(some majors), and
Computer Science
What : Two $1,000 scholarships ( junior and senior year)
Paid summer internship at 3M
Quarterly leadership development seminars

How : Applications available at Cultural Diversity Office
122 Kryzsko Commons

When : Applications due by April 10, 1993
Where : Return completed applications to:
Cultural Diversity Office
122 Kryzsko Commons
Winona, Mn 55987

For More Information Call 452-0085

LET THE WINONAN
CLASSIFY YOU

STOP TH E PRESS
THE WINONAN IS PRESENTLY
ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS FOR THE 1993-94
SCHOOL YEAR.
POSITIONS AVAILABLE:
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
NEWS EDITOR
VARIETY EDITOR
VARIETY WRITERS
COPY EDITORS
ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES
PHOTOGRAPHERS
If you are interested in working for the Winonan please
stop in the lower hyphen of Kryzsko Commons and fill
out an application.
THE WINONAN KRYZSKO COMMONS (507) 457-5119
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Editorial
THIS

WORLD

IN POLITICS, REALITY SEEMS To BE LAW:XI-II A
MATTER OF PERSPErnVE.

by TOM TOMORROW

AS ISSUES ARE DEBATED, ALL SIDEs STRUGGLE To APPEAR oBJEcriVE--EsalEwiNe
EMOTIONAL AR6UMENTS IN FAVoR of THE
SEEMING RATioNALiTyoF NUMBERS AND

EDITORIAL BOARD

STATiSTIO.

Stuart Johnson Jennifer von Al!men Barry Brooks
Editor-in-Chief

Sports Editor

Ad Manager

Nate Steiner Tamberlain Jacobs Jaci Johnson
News Editor

Photography Editor

Variety Editor

Here we go again
Last Monday the annual senate leadership debates were held in the Smaug
over lunch hour. At best there were about 30 active listeners to what was being
discussed.
Question topics included: qualifications for leadership, role of the student
input on this campus, and visions for the future of WSU during a state-wide budget
crisis.
Very few students seemed to be concerned enough to attend the debates
although much of the quality of their education is determined by the student senate.
Moreover, several students, administrators and faculty who did occupy the Smaug
chose not to pay attention and continued in loud conversations after repeated
requests to be courteous to the candidates and those interested in the debate. We
acknowledge that a lunch break is an important part of the day; however, the debate
was only for one of those days in a year.
This appalling display of indifference and apathy was the worst we have seen
in years. We find the lack of interest in the student government incredible as the
organization decides where and how your student activity fee monies are appropriated. They've established a computer fee, have the power to increase or decrease
your student activity fees, established the parking fees, and make several policy
recommendations to President Krueger that are most often enacted.
So where are the remaining 7000 students who attend this campus, who
consistently complain about organizations such as the student senate, U-PAC and
the Winonan just to name a few.
These remaining students certainly are not taking the initiative to step up to
leadership positions so that you could change what your complaining about.
Paul Werzashek, the current vice-president, is running uncontested for the
presidential position next year as is the treasurer.
The vice-presidential position is being sought after by three individuals, two
of which first appeared on the student senate this year. The vice-president is
essentially a administrative position that traditionally reflects a limited role in policy
making and more so an enforcer of the rules.
These three positions are paid positions. We would think that the monetary
incentive would drive some competition if not the leadership experience and
important role itself.
What are these inactive students going to do when they graduate and begin
looking for a job. It can be assumed that nearly everyone is aware of the poor job
market for many majors, even for people with graduate degrees.
Make yourself as competitive as possible, a lower G.P.A. with a wealth of
experienced gained from academically oriented extracurricular activities will be
more impressive than a job candidate with a 3.8 and no experience.
-

May justice be served
The jury in the Rodney King trial is in deliberation, as is the nation, the national
guard and several police agencies around the country. We are all waiting to see how
they will need to react to the outcome of the trial.
The King beating was, without a doubt, the grossest violation of an individual's
civil rights ever witnessed by most of America.
How is it that some claim that each and every baton blow was necessary to
subdue one man? There were six officers on the scene and yet some will maintain
that they were unable to physically restrain King.
Although police officers are certainly often placed in extraordinary danger, it
is clear from the entire video that this is not one of those cases. There can be no
justification for such violence from officers of the law.
Some have said that King did not comply with the orders from the officers to
lie on the ground—they do not mention the repeated racist slurs against King as he
was beaten. Again, how can anyone be convinced that King could not be physically
held down by six men and handcuffed without repeated baton blows?
A truly asinine comment from one of the officers accused that he thought that
King was on PCP which can enable "super human" strength. This reflects the officers
gross ignorance in terms of PCP, how to recognize someone on it and its affects on
the user. It does not enable "super human" strength. This also reflects a traditional
racist fear of the "large violent black male--he must be on drugs."
So while the nation awaits the jury's decision as civil rights leaders plea for
calm regardless of the verdict. However they, and we, are concerned about the
military build up around major cities. It was clear from the L.A. riots that sufficient
police protection was not present and so taking extra precessions is certainly
understandable.
But after the nation grappled with six over zealous police officers, how many
more will surface with this kind of military proliferation? It is our sincere hope that
peace and calm will prevail and further that justice will be served and these four on
trial are incarcerated.
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Letters to the editor
Thanks for the
good story
Dear Editor:
I express sincere thanks to an excellent variety reporter on your staff.
Thearticle "Abortion regrets," by Jessica Adsit, in the March 31 issueof the
Winonan is the best piece of journalism I have ever seen in this paper.
The story reported unbiased facts
about a powerful speaker, and a powerful issue. Carol Everett is a prize to
the pro-life movement. She speaks
with sincerity from her heart. That
aspect really came through in Adsit's
story.
The story represented both sides
well. Adsit did a superb job of getting
opinions on the speaker and laying
out the facts. It touches people's hearts
when the media can report with compassion the harsh reality of abortion.
Pro-lifers don't want a shouting
match, they want to change hearts. I
pray Everett changed hearts both in
Adsit's story and at Saint Mary's college two weeks ago.
Thank you Jessica Adsit fora quality story that gives me hope in Mass
Communications, my major field of
study.

Sincerely,
Aaron Hustedde
Senior
Mass Communications/Sociology Major.

Vote for me,
David "Crash"
Hruby
Dear Editor:
Hello, my name is David "Crash"
Hruby and I am writing to inform the
students of Winona State University
that as of 4-12-1993, I am officially
entered as a candidate for student
senate president. I have declared my
candidacy as a result of listening to
the presidential debate on 4-12, and
discovering Paul Wawczaszek was
running unopposed for the position.
I feel it is my duty to the student body
of Winona State to offer them a choice
of candidates in this upcoming election.
My opponent stated in his debate
remarks that he would welcome cornpetition for the position saying that it
"would breed excellence." 1 hope
this to be the case as you as students
deserve no less in your representation. I take this election very seriously and give my word to represent
you as students to the best of my
ability. For the record I would like to
make it known that my main goal is
not to win necessarily, but to maintain the democratic process where
voters have a choice. If you do cast
your vote for David "Crash" Hruby
and I am elected, I vow to work for
thebetterment of our university without compromising it's integrity or
reputation.
In my three years at Winona State
I feel there has been a lack of communication between senateand students
and I plan to do whatever possible to

improve this deficiency. For starters
let me begin with myself and who I
am. I am a Junior Mass Communications/ Advertising major from the
Twin Cities. 1 have spent all three
years at Winona State and intend to
graduate from here. I believe in affordable education, and in putting
education first. 1 have a strong interest in cultural diversity on campus
and in cultural respect. I also believe
in making the tough decision if called
for. I feel if elected I am here to serve
you the students and not my own
opinions. For this to happen I depend on your input and feedback. I
am confident in my abilities to perform the tasks ahead but admit my
inexperience in the job. And lastly I
look forward to the election and your
choice for president. If you have any
questions or concerns about myself
or campaign please feel free to contact me.
Thank you for your time and consideration,

David "Crash" Hruby
Student Senate Presidential
Candidate

Let bygones
be bygones--we
can get along if
we try
To the Editor:
am writing this letter in connection to the article "Evangelist Interrupts Meeting" published in last
week's Winonan . I happen to know
people from CIA and I have always
found them respectful to other believers. I think this unpleasant situation took place because of a misunderstanding on both sides. I hope it
won't lead to any further misunderstandings in the future.
But related to this , .1 want to express my personal opinion about
Nabil Ali's comment as he said "he
just don't want anyone to tell him
that Jesus is the savior." I don't want
to offend him, but I think a true believer of Islam shouldn't be offended
by a Christian saying "Jesus is the
savior." To me what someone says is
secondary, the important thing is
what I believe. But it doesn't mean
anyone is allowed to impose his religious doctrine to others. Everybody
needs to be tolerant when discussing
religion. But religion is such a sensitive thing that I would suggest a person carefully analyze the situation
before preaching his religious doctrine to people, especially to other
believers.
Religion helps us reduce the cornplications of life, we shouldn't allow
it to be the cause of new complications.

MD Tariqul Islam
Sophomore
CIS Major.

April is sexual
assault month
Dear Editor:
The National Coalition Against
Sexual Assault has declared April as
Sexual Assault Awareness Month.
Statistics show that one in three
women will be sexually assaulted in
her lifetime; and that children and
women of all ages are most likely to
be assaulted by someone they know.
During 1992, the Women's Resource
Center of Winona served 80-100 victims of sexual assault.
The Women's Resource Center of
Winona is recognizingSexual Assault
Awareness Month by sponsoring a
media campaign that highlights important issues and problems related
to sexual assault. Watch for columns
and letter in local newspapers, radio
announcements, and posters around
town addressing negative aspects of
date rape and other forms of sexual
assault.
The highlight of the months activities will be a vigil to recognize
survivors and non-survivors of sexual
violence. This vigil will be held at
7:00 on April 29th at theSeniorFriendship Center, 251 Main Street, Winona.
Survivors, partners, friends, family,
and individuals who wish to recognize survivors are especially welcomed to attend. This gathering will
provide a safe, empowering, space to
break the silence about sexual violence. The vigil is co-sponsored by
WRC, the Sexual Assault Advisory
Council of WRC, and the Women's
Studies Program of Winona State
University.
Please join WRC throughout the
month of April and particularly on
April 29th in our campaign for a society which is free from sexual violence
and safe for women and children.

Susanne Smith
Associate Professor
Winona State University

Winonan letter policy
The Winonan welcomes letters from all
our readers.
Letters are published on
a first come--first serve
basis.
. The Winonan reserves the right to edit
letters for content, clarity and space. All letters
submitted for publication
must be signed and into
our office on the Friday
prior to publication.
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Opinion
Impressions from the hypogeum
By DEAN KORDER

Pecs, thighs and video tape
Sometimes I
ation room, a nonalhave to wonder
coholic dance club,
about this little comsome fraternities and
munity Winona
sororities, some conState is located in. If
60 What (00.0 AA 4. ton:31.+?
certs, Springfest,
anyone paged
plays, etc., but, you
8un (v3
bccr,5, too.4-c.1A_
through back issues
have to admit this
of the local newspaplace isn't a real culpers they might pictural mecca. The city
ture Winona as a city
provides us with
of homophobic,
some things too, the
redneck, conservabluffs, Lake Winona,
tive, drug-dealing,
video stores, converight-winged fasnient stores, bars,
cists. With stories
parks, the Missisabout gay bashing,
sippi river, the bike
baseball bats, stalktrail, movie theaters,
ers, corrupt cops,
bowling alleys, etc.,
cop killers and sugbut it still seems that
gestive posters, this
there isn't anything
town seems to be a
to do around here.
bit un friendly, to say
There are so many
the least, and exno cvLIS [1,i \,4'S
other choices we
tremely paranoid.
could be making.
This paranoia is
How about an
not only apparent
Arby's instead of anhere, but is a growother McDonalds?
ing phenomena in a
How about an underthousand small citage dance club that's
ies and villages
not associated with
throughout the country. What's going on? What's every- the college? How about a singles bar where the music isn't
one so afraid of?
blaring and you're not expected to go home with someChange. One word in a nutshell. Everyone's afraid of one at the end of the night? How about a place to rent a
change. These small communities are changing. Their porno film?
citizenry is changing. Diversity and integration are occurWait. That's it. That's what every small city and
ring. Refugees are residing. Tensions are flaring. Hostili- village needs, a neighborhood porno store. An end to
ties are awakened. Outrage is building, and blow-ups those boring Saturday nights at home, a release for all
result. People don't know how to deal with this change. those built up anxieties and frustrations, a means to cope
None of them were ready for "it" to happen "here." But with the changing world. Nothing like some good old
"it" did, and "it" is, and "it" will continue.
sexual release to subdue the teeming masses.
Now everyone is so afraid that they don't go out on
Better yet, how about a home delivery porno operaSaturday nights, don't walk after dark, and don't talk to tion. Yeah, some student in the marketing or business
one another. They lock their doors, close their curtains, department should check into opening a home delivery
polish their guns, and turn on the television. This only service involving pornographic videos. No store front
makes it worse.
needed, just have a catalog of all the titles available, store
Having a state college located in the middle of a city all of these videos in your dorm room, put ads in the
doesn't help either. Add to the mix a diverse group of phone book, and deliver the videos. Only deliver to those
young college students and you're just asking for trouble. who have a credit card, have a drop box located conveNow you have a thousand more reasons to stay in at night, niently, and if the video isn't returned just charge the
especially if the college students are going to school in a customer's credit card for the entire video.
city where the only things to do at night is either study or
No zoning ordinances, no store front to protest in front
drink. You know they won't study every night. Now of, and an end to the small city doldrums. An end for
we're getting to the real problem, there's nothing to do in everyone, citizens and college students alike. But, then
Winona. Forget all those other little communities just take again, this wouldn't work either because one day, no
a look at this one.
doubt, the headlines would read, "College Porno King
The college does furnish us with some activities, an Indicted For Tax Fraud." That's all this city needs.
occasional comedian, an enlightening speaker or two, a
gymnasium, Nautilus equipment, tennis courts, a recre-
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Athletics or academics
By BOB COSTELLO

By RANDAL McDOWELL
Columnist

Columnist

Six wins, 35 losses and zero ties. This, ladies and
gentlemen, is the illustrious record of Winona State's
football team since I began here.
Now, I don't know about you, but I think that is a
pathetic performance, a performance that costs this university's student body over $40,000 a year. Does that
figure shock you? It should enrage you. In fact, each and
every student here helps contribute over $200,000 a year
to the athletic department budget, while being deprived
of faculty, a decent library and adequate study space.
We're being deprived, we're told, because of the economic mess this state is in. Come on, just where are this
university's priorities? Doesn't it seem logical to drop our
non-academic programs before we cut into or no longer
add to our academic programs? I would like to see some
answers from President
Krueger and our other well
paid ad ministra tors as to why
this university would cut
KQAL,not provide a women's
study major and yet support
a very unsuccessful football
program with nine, count em',
nine paid football coaches.
President Krueger, your
"Quality Seven" approach to
education is nothing more
than a joke when you can't
pay for it. In fact, all it means
is that our already overworked faculty receives less
release time and no pay increases.
Now, I know the economic realities facing this state
have forced Governor Carlson to make some difficult
decisions about what should or should not be cut from the
economic pie.
But, the last thing that he or this university should do
is consider the need for compromise between athletics
and academics because there is no compromise between
academics and athletics! This is an academic institution-not an athletic one--and if this university wants to hold to
the idea of "healthy body healthy mind" fine, it should.
But, not when we are jeopardizing our "healthy mind" to
finance the very few who partake in the "healthy body."
To do that, we must hire more faculty, we must provide students with quality facilities and equipment and
we must see to it that we do not compromise education
for costly athletics. The problem is that this university is
doing just that.
It's time that this university really begin to look at this
school's reputation and realize, that ultimately, a
university's reputation is based solely on academics.
Employers don't care if you can catch a pass, they want
to know if you can write well, they want to know if you
can speak well, they want to know if you have been
educated. Ultimately, this university is not providing its
students with what we need in order to compete in todays
job market.

I surmise that most college campuses throughout
this country have had to make some tough decisions on
the dichotomy between academics and athletics.
Winona State University is not much different in regards to this dichotomy. I believe it all boils down to the
one fundamental question: What role should athletics
have on a college campus?
Unfortunately, this is an extremely arduous question to answer. One must take into account the numerous benefits, if any, which the university receives from
having athletic competition. Personally, I believe that
there are numerous benefits which an athletic team can
bring to a university. For instance, albeit athletic teams
can cost a good sum of money, a successful team can
also bring in some money. A Big Ten school can make
a profit from a successful football team, whereas a good
team at WSU can make
enough money to offset some
of their costs. Athletic teams
at colleges and universities
can promote a unity between
the school and the community. Furthermore, via game
attendance, a campus can become more united. Successful NCAA teams at any level
can bring recognition to a university, which may be beneficial both athletically and academically. This is precisely
why I believe that our WSU gymnastics team is such an
important part of this university.
There can also be some drawbacks to athletics.
Probably the major disadvantage is the cost of having
athletics. Right here at WSU, the students will pay
more than $200,000 to the athletic teams through the
student activity fee, which is a sizeable amount of
money. Imagine if we could use that money for academic purposes. For instance, we could buy approximately an additional 100 Macintosh computers to put
around campus. Instead, the students might donate
$200,000 to purchase books for our pitiful library; or
better yet, perhaps we would reduce the outrageously
high student activity fee which we pay every quarter I am sure the fiscally irresponsible Student Senate
would never agree to that.
Overall, this is a extremely difficult subject to contemplate. I can see both the benefits and drawbacks of
athletics, however, as the cost of sports continues to rise
for the WSU student body, I become less tolerant. The
Athletic Department needs to find some ways to reduce the costs of our athletic teams (e.g., insurance)
before the costs get totally out of hand.

FORUM
Homosexuality: physiological trait or chosen lifestyle?

I believe the question distorts
the issue. Sexual orientation is
an issue of personal freedom
and should not be
controlled.

Monty Fliusch
senior, hydrogeology major

I believe that it could be
both. There may be some
very solid evidence to
support it being genetic. But,
some people are maybe
attracted to this lifestyle
choice purely because
that's where they can find
love.
Bill Fisher
junior, public relation major

I believe that there could be
biological aspects that may
determine sexual preference
but I also believe that there
are those who choose their
lifestyle regardless of
biological aspects.
Krista Roemer
sophomore,
communications major

I believe that there could
be many other aspects of
sexual preference but I
think that it is a choice for
whom ever is old enough
to choose their lifestyle
regarding their own
aspects.
Chang Xing
freshman, criminal justice
major

By ANDREW HOWES
Columnist &

TAMBERLAIN JACOBS
Photographer

The existence of homosexuality has always been a perplexing concept for
me. As far back as I can remember, the female species has been not only an
intellectually stimulating force in my life, but a physical one as well. My
"wonder years" were an absolute nightmare, and to this day I still feel
trapped in some sort of Bizarro-hormone world, where every innocent
encounter with an attractive female is a cheap thrill of some sort. So for as
much as I despise the rantings of narrow-minded homophobics and Neanderthal gay-bashers, the origins of homosexuality continue to intrigue me.
Being a journalism major and not a scientific or psychological expert, I
haven't read or studied as much on the topic as many, and therefore cannot
fill you with the raw data and information that exists on this controversial
subject. But by using a little common sense, it would appear that the origins
of homosexual behavior areas genetic as blue eyes, brown hair, and a bad foul
shot. Obviously not every doctor or professor in the world agrees with this
theory, but above all other explanations, it makes the most practical sense.
On any given afternoon, television viewers can witness the stories of "Men

Unfortunately, I don't think any reasonable explanation can help ease the homophobic majority of
our uninformed and confused population, perhaps making research into this question tragically
irrelevant.
and Women Who Get Married And Then Realize They Are Gay," and other
stories of sexual confusion seen on Oprah Winfrey, Montel Williams and the
rest. While these programs lack intelligence, there is something to be said for
the stories that are told of real people. If homosexuality were merely an
acquired trait, why would men and women either suddenly realize that they
are gay, or go back to being gay after a stint wi th heterosexuality?
It would seem that for homosexuality to be a learned practice, there would
have to be something very powerful and very common for so many different
people all over the world to "learn" about it. If it were genetic though, the
existence of homosexuality in the array of cultures that it is found would not

I don't believe that you are
born gay or heterosexual. It's
a choice you make on your
own, some time in your life.

I believe it is a choice. I think
it is environmental because
there are so many things
that can happen in a
person's life that have an
impact on the decisions they
make.

Missy Dodge
sophomore, art major

Gregg Fox
junior, journalism major

seem so happenstance.
How else can one explain the presence of gay persons in two entirely
different locations such as New York City and Bangladesh? There are too
many discrepancies in world culture for homosexuality to be present everywhere and not have some biological foundation. There is no other logical way
to explain such a mass existence of behavior.
As could be expected, the acceptance of this hypothesis has grown to
become quite a problem for many, especially for those who condemn the
practice. If homosexuality is an uncontrollable trait, banning a gay person
from the military would then be as unfair as discriminating on thebasis of sex,
race, or religious belief. Unfortunately, I don't think any reasonable explanation can help ease the homophobic majority of our often uninformed and
confused population, perhaps making research into this question tragically
irrelevant.
A more appropriate question to study might be "Why do people care what
sexual preference other individuals possess?" Finding an answer for the
origins of homosexuality would most likely aid gay individuals in legal
matters only, but discovering the reasons for homophobic behavior might
help our society put behind it's paranoid delusions and accept gay men and
woman for what they really are- brothers and sisters, friends and neighbors,
and even sons and daughters.
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'The poster has been hanging since
Feb.3, the first day of our 'Awareness
Week' in which we addressed these
social questions," said Lund.
"Why aren't the people who petitioned the poster here tonight?" said
Lund. "Most of them don't have kids
that go here, thus they have no affiliation with the school."
Jeremy Bratt, Winona Senior High
freshman, said the poster should remain on the informational bulletin
board.
"This poster is no different from
an informational poster suggesting
what the friend of a adolescent alcoholic shoUld do," said Bratt.
"No one says the alcohol posters
are promoting teenage alcoholism."

a ns," said Bueltel. "Please believe that
all homosexuals aren't at the same
place as Joe Hallett."
Rev. Paul Woolverton, Jr., of the
McKinley United Methodist Church
in Winona, said he doesn't believe
that people can be transformed in the
way Hallett claims he was transformed.
Jolene Nelson, a peer minister,
said, "You don't choose if your homosexual or heterosexual." She
added that she doesn't believe Cod
regards homosexuals as being wrong
and that a person can be homosexual
and have Cod in your life.
Collett Hyman, CLAD faculty
advisor, said the group values the
right for people to express their point

of view and that it's the responsibility for WSU to promote different
points of view.
She said, "the lesbians, gay men,
and bisexuals who make choices that
differ from social norms without infringing on others rights to their own
choices should not be condemned...
They should be commended for their
courage in the face of intolerance promoted by Mr. Hallett, and acknowledged as full and equal members of
our community.
Becky Timmerman, a junior psychology major and member of
Women of Today, said, "We feel it is
imperative that we challenge ourselves to grow and appreciate the
differences that abound rather than
condemn, punish and regulate that
which weareunfamiliar with ordon't
understand."
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Your
Final
Exam
From Ford Motor Company
(answer true or false]

• Hot Spots
Review
• Music
Review
• Movie
Review
• Editorials
• Run Your
Personal
Classified
Weekly.

WINONAN
Kryzsko
Commons
Winona, MN
55987

Included in the Ford and Mercury College Purchase Program are:
. Pre-approved credit
2. - Deferred first payment
3. $400 cash incentive
4. Down payment
[correct answers]
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We made this exam easy to pass because getting a new car shouldn't be difficult. With the Ford and Mercury College Graduate
Purchase Program, there's no down payment on eligible new Ford and Mercury vehicles if you qualify and finance through Ford
Credit. You may even get the benefit of a deferred 1st payment (in states where allowed). You'll also get a $400 cash incentive
regardless of whether you buy or lease. You can opt to use it toward your purchase or lease, or keep the cash.
You may qualify for the program if you earn a bachelor or advanced degree between January 1, 1993 and
December 31, 1993. or are a graduate student enrolled during the same period.
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Simply visit your local Ford or Mercury dealership or call 1 800 321 1536 for more information.
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Variety
Take me out to the ballgame!
By LISA VAZQUEZ
Co Variety Editor
-

Winona
State
Universty
students and alumni had their day
with the Twins with the UPAC
sponsored "WSU Day at the
Dome."
Approximately 350 students
and alumni, 300 from Winona
State and 50 from the Rochester
campus took six buses to see the
Twins play the Chicago White Sox.
President Darrell Krueger
threw out the first pitch, after
saying that Winona State was
pleased to be at the game. He then
thanked the Twins for allowing
Winona State the opportunity to
come to the game.
Then the most valuable team
player ih all aspects award was
given out to the Twins' Chuck
Knoblach, and the most valuable
offensive award was given to
• Twins' Kirby Puckett.
Puckett also was awarded the
Golden Glove award.
After the awards, the WSU
choir sang the National Anthem,
which was greeted with loud
cheers from the those in
attendance.
Carlton Fisk's home run put
Chicago on the board first.
The Twins then ran the rest of
game, which finished in a Twins' win,
6-1.
"It was a great game," said Lyle
Mullenbach, senior psychology major, "The section that I sat in with the
other WSU people was loud and
cheered the players."

"Everything went really well.
The Twins won the game,
the choir was excellent, and
President Krueger threw a
decent pitch."
Joe Reed
Activities Director
"The Carlton Fisk home run
landed within 15 feet in front of
me, which was very exciting,"
said Mike Selvius, junior history
major, "I was glad to go to the
winning game of the series for
the Twins."
The orginal idea stemmed from
Dr. Harry Mechell, an associate
professor of music and the choir
director. He wanted to have the
choir sing the National Anthem.
He talked to Tom Grier in
university relations, who came
with the idea to student activities
director Joe Reed, who worked
with the correspondent from the ;
Twins.
"Everything went really well.
The Twins won the game, the
choir was excellent, and
President Krueger threw a decent
pitch," said Reed.
"It was nice to see President
Krueger throw the ball to the
catcher without bouncing it,"
echoed Mullenbach.

Courtesy of Ken Seaton
The WSU choir sang the national anthem at the Metrodome before the Twin's game last Wednesday
evening.

ANTSIU alumna at ESPN

Winona State University Alumna Pamela Cannella
Treacy has recently been promoted to director at ESPN

By TREVA MARUD

Variety

Reporter
Winona State University
Alumna Pamela Cannella Treacy has
recently been promoted to a Director
at ESPN.
Treacy joined ESPN's marketing
department in 1986 as an account
executive. In April of 1989 she was
promoted to senior account executive until recently being promoted to
Director.
As Director of the central region,
Treacy is in charge of affiliate sales
and marketing and works out of the

regional office in Chicago. She is
responsible for an area which covers
13 states including Minnesota and
Wisconsin. She supervises a staff of
seven who negotiate contracts with
major cable companies. She also

creates and implements marketing
promotions with cable systems.
Treacy promotes ESPN at state and
regional conventions. She obtains
personalities to be speakers at these
cable events.
ESPN is the largest cable network,
reaching 60 million cable households.
The network was launched in Sep-

tember of 1979. It has contracts with
major sports leagues including NHL
hockey, CFA college football, NFL
football and PGA golf.
Treacy belongs to a cable association called "Women and Cable"
which she has been very active in. In
1991, she was chair of the hospitality

committee. In 1992, she served as the
program chair during which she
planned a six person panel of ind ustry
presidents from major cable companies and networks. She also served as
the moderator for the panel.
In 1992, Treacy received the Karla

'Pamela Treacy

Laulfer award for dedication in the
cable industry.
So far, Treacy has found ESPN to
be a "great place to work with many
challenges." In 1993, her challenges
will include marketing a new channel called ESPN 2 and marketing college football on pay-per-view.
Treacy graduated from Winona
State in 1982 with a bachelor of science degree in business administration. After graduation she worked as
an advertising sales account executive for Community Telephone Directories in Kenilworth, Ill. She then

moved on to a position as an advertising sales account executive for TCI
Cablenet in Mount Prospect, Ill.
Treacy, a native of Buffalo Grove,
Ill. now resides in Libertyville, Ill.,
with her husband Gene and one-yearold son Lucas.

Winona State entrepreneurs
open Taran Tulas downtown
By JESSICA ADSIT
Variety

Reporter

The Gap, The Limited Express, The Levi Strauss Co., and . . . Taran
Tulas?! Well, Taran Tulas may not be as popular as the other stores,
but it does have something in common with them. The merchandise
that it sells is geared toward teenagers and college students.
What advantage does Taran Tulas have over the competing stores?
The owners know exactly what the buyers are looking for. After all,
the majority of them are college students themselves. They know
the kind of merchandise that they would want a store to carry and are
using this experience in creating what will, hopefully, one day be a
successful business.
Taran Tulas is an active wear store located in downtown Winona
at 52 East 3rd on the Plaza. The 25 students, two faculty members,
and two WSU alumni that invested in the business, all own and take
part in the operation of the store.
Senior Marketing Major Kristin Lindberg said, "We were talking
in marketing class one quarter, throwing around some ideas and
decided to open an active wear store. We would like to create
competition, but more than anything else, we want to make this a
successful learning experience for everyone."
According to Lindberg, when a number of students became very
serious about the idea, they decided to begin meeting outside of class
to discuss the possibility. Anybody was welcome to attend the
meetings and a large variety of students became interested.
Committees were designed and the meetings eventually became
more and more detailed. Each person invested $500 in the company
and a loan was granted from Merchants National Bank to begin the
project.
Dr. James Bovinet, a management and marketing professor, is
currently serving as interim president for the company. Tim
Dowling has taken the responsibilities of vice-president and treasurer
and Lindberg is serving as secretary.
Anne O'Shea is presently the historian for the company. She
documents everything that happens as the company progresses. She
has taken pictures and is organizing a scrapbook of every part of the
process.
Senior Marketing Major Daniel Dreher is the Sergeant at Arms for
the company. "I am basically supposed to maintain the law and order
in the corporation," said Dreher. This is more important in larger

"We thought Winona needed another active wear store for
more variety. We decided that downtown would be best
and needed some revitilization."
Kristen Lindberg, Taran Tulas
corporations and Dreher mainly presents any problems to the group
as a whole and they work together to solve whatever doesn't seem
to be running smoothly.
Taran Tulas is an S Corporation, meaning that it is operated by 35
or less people holding stock. The 29 that have invested their time and
money into the company will be the only people ever holding stock.
If one person decides to sell back his/her share of the company, no
other individual outside of the core group may buy the stock.
Every six months, the shares are evaluated and each person then
has the option to sell back their share of the stock.
There will be an annual corporate meeting held every May to
determine- who will be the following year's board members. The
newly elected will then serve a term starting June 1 and ending May
31
The company opened for business on March 30. So far, everything
appears to be working as planned. The convenience of being located
downtown is an advantage for the business.
"We thought Winona needed another active wear store' for more
variety," said Lindberg. "We decided that downtown would be best
and needed some revitilization."
The store is open Monday through Friday from 10:00a.m. to
8:00p.m., Saturday from 10:00a.m. to 6:00p.m., and Sunday from
12:00p.m. to 5:00p.m.
Senior Marketing Major Janelle Rentschler has worked at the
store a few mornings since it's opening. "I usually have the slow
shift in the mornings. It seems to pick up quite a bit in the afternoon
after the kids get out of school and people get off of work," said
Rentschler.
The first week of business was slightly higher than the investors'
projections. Now going into the almost the third week, the company
will, hopefully, continue it's success. Maybe the hope that warmer
weather is finally here will put people into the mood to shop for new
spring clothes.

Courtesy of Public Information
Top: Row 1: Angie Allen, and Sheyala Ham!. Row 2: Bridgett Renk,
Jennelle Rentschler, Heather Hillstrom, and Sarah Hartman. Row 3:
Mike Johnson, Steve Ertle, David Cummings, James Chapple, Daniel
Vick, and Kevin Tybursk. Bottom: Row 1: Zunaid Hossain, Tim Dowling,
Anne O'Shea, Daniel Dreher, and Scott Selleck. Row 2: Todd Cage,
Brad Harding, Ken Redcliffe, Mark Kikuskie, and Mohamman
Khondker.
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riticism Sz Review
Undone offers a perceptive portrayal of life
Novel a realistic view of an overweight woman's struggle
By SUSAN BISCO
Literary Critic

Lamb, Wally. She's Come Undone. New York: Pocket Books, 1992.
405pp. $21.00
She's Come Undone is a surprisingly perceptive novel, which
traces the life of Dolores Price from
early childhood to adulthood. Perhaps the most surprising aspect of
the novel is that its male author has
avoided almost all of the stereotypes
male authors often fall into when
writing about women. Instead of a
beautiful, brilliant all-American heroine, Lamb offers a realistic, troubled,
overweight woman. And he does so
with sensitivity and humor.
The novel begins with
Dolores' earliest memory, the day her
family got their first television set.
From that day on, television plays an
important role in Dolores' life; it shelters her, provides her with an alternative life when her own becomes unbearable. The first section "Our Lady
of Sorrow" is devoted to her childhood, which seems short lived, between her mother's and father's
battles and a subsequent divorce. It
is in this first section that Lamb really
gets into a young girl's mind, as we
watch Dolores struggle through the
shock of divorce and her mother's

subsequent mental illness, which
eventually institutionalizes her.
At the age of thirteen,
after her mother has come home
and she and Dolores are living
with her own suppressive mother,
Dolores is raped by a trusted neighbor. Dealing with the rape of a
young girl is a very difficult subject, but Lamb portrays both the
scene and the events leading to
that moment with surprising insight into a thirteen year old's
mind, revealing the impossible
emotions o f that age, of both sexual
curiosity and innocence. The troubling aspect to the rape is her rapist, a handsome man who rents the
upstairs apartment in her
grandmother's home.
Jack is an apparently
happily married man, whose wife
is expecting a child. There is a
certain amount of stress in Jack's life,
however. He and his wife have lived
through three miscarriages and he
fears for this child. He has just lost his
job as a radio broadcaster and wants
to move to New York, but his wife is
resisting because of her pregnancy.
In addition, he has begun to pick
Dolores up from school to take her
for rides in his sports car and beginning to display an obsessive nature.

"From the beach [the whale] had looked black, but now,
swimming beside her, I saW that her skin was mottled, blotched
with darker and lighter grays. I reached out to touch her She
felt firm and muscular against my palm, my shaking blue
fingers....
I swam underwater to the front of her and resurfaced,
bobbing and treading water. I was weightless.
Her scarred mouth gapped open, as if she'd died trying
to drink her way back to safe, deep water.... Her eyes were
underwater.
The eye stared back at me without seeing. The iris was
milky and blank, blurred by seawater. A cataract eye, an eye full
of death. I reached out and touched the skin just below it then
touched the hard globe itself.
This was how I could die. This was where...."
We find out later that at the same
time, he has been having an affair
with Dolores' mother. Despite all
this, there is a certain amount of surprise when he rapes Jane, simply because he seems so normal. Perhaps
this is intentional on Lamb's part.
Not only are we viewing Jack through
Dolores' very young rose-colored
eyes, we are seeing a man who has
relied on his charm for success in life.

Charm does not always equal goodness. All in all Lamb's portrait of Jack
is chilling, taking everybody by surprise.
After the tragedy of Dolores'
rape, her life slopes downward into a
spiral of flunking school, overeating,
television addiction, fights with her
mother. The latter part of She's Come
Undone deal with Dolores' struggle
to make a life of her own. She goes to

college, as a tribute to her mother
who was killed in a highway accident. Unfortunately, her roommate is the stereotype Lamb has
avoided up to this point in the
novel. As well, at this point, he
falls into the stereotype of the fat
girl, anti-social, self-conscious,
willing to grasp at crumbs of attention. Her self image is negative, therefore our image of her is
negative as well. It is unfortunate
that Lamb seems to focus on
Dolores' weight as being her social downfall, when it is really her
anti-social behavior, which has
been surfacing since even before
the rape. Again though, it is important to remember that the novel
is told through Dolores' eyes; in
her eyes, her weight is her problem. Through a series of misadventures, Dolores finally runs
away from school with every intention of committing suicide.
At this point, Lamb uses a
beautiful analogy. At Cape Cod,
whales are for all intents and purposes committing suicide by beaching themselves. Somehow, Dolores
finds herself there, at the beach with
a dying whale. She does try to commit suicide by diving into the water
with the whale, but pulls herself out

at the last moment. She is found on
the beach and voluntarily enters an
institution, where she faces, after
some resistance, her real problems,
her hate for her father, her mother's
affair with the man who raped her.
At the same time, she miraculously
loses weight. Her method? Imagining her food covered with mold. She
maintains her weight loss by becoming a vegetarian when she later discharges herself from treatment.
Unfortunately, when
Dolores loses her weight, she seems
to lose some of her vibrant, emotional
personality. Her full character becomes a kind of stick figure for the
last portion of the book as she marries, divorces, and pulls herself together. Although Lamb ends with
the same whale analogy as earlier,
tying the novel together, by having a
fully alive Dolores seeing a living
whale, as symbolic for her new life,
the ending is not nearly as memorable as the rest of the novel. It is as
though Lamb went too far beyond
the actual crisis.
All in all, though, She's Come
Undone is a touching story, with
characters that come to life. It is emotional without being sentimental,
humorous as well as tragic, straightforward and well told.

Eleni focuses on ethnic cleansing
For those
about to shop... Film sheds light on the effects of genocide
the events that took place so long ago. late. The mothers are instructed by
Throughout the entire film, director sadistic leader Katis (Oliver Cottin)
Film Critic
Yates alternates scenes from Nick's to release their children to nearby
While scanning for this week's current-day obsession to flashbacks Communist countries for "safety."
video review, my eye caught a theme when he was the nine-year-old inno- Teenage women were forced to join
from a 1985 CBS production called cent whose father had fled to America the militants and removed from their
Eleni. In light of the crisis we have to build a life of wealth and freedom homes. Innocent men and women
falsely accused
been witnessing via satellite from the for his family
DASAISY
of being traitors
Serbian borders, the genocide that who would
MALKOVICH
KATE NEL iCEAN JOHN
were jailed and
began one year ago last week, this soon join him.
".f
tortured. In an
film sheds light on the effects of war
The scenery
effort to protect
on one family in particular, but in a and costumes in
her family and
different time and place.
Eleni provide a
keep them toDirected by Peter Yates and based most realistic
gether, Eleni
on a book by Nicholas Gage, th•title setting of the
makes some
represents the name of a Greek lifestyle of the
heart-wrenchwoman, mother of five, who underpriviing sacrifices.
struggled for survival in a small leged townsEventually,
mountain village near Athens, Greece
people of that
Nick is sepaduring a time of civil unrest in the era. The women,
rated from his
mid-1940s. Nicholas Gage (played abandoned by
mother and sisby John Malkovich from Dangerous husbands off at
ters, and someLiaisons and Queens Logic) is intro- war, gathered
how (not speduced as the Bureau Chief for the wood, worked
cifically reNew York Times. Nick, the only the crops and
vealed in the
maleoffspring of Eleni (Kate Nelligan, cared for their
film), reaches
also seen in Prince of Tides and Frankie young in drab,
BASED ON THE BIBBY SELLING NOVEL. BY NXIIMAS &ACE
his father in
and Johnnie) is preoccupied with his dark skirts and
" . a film of such tone, t will never forget It One ofthe
Pre.... ENN
America, never
vears best.
mother's death during a civil war
shawls, scarves
to
see his
that took place thirty years before.
always covering
their heads. Their children were their mother again.
With recurrent nightmares hauntAs the story continues with a remost prized possessions, and Eleni's
ing him with scars from his past, Nick
relationship with her only son was turn to Nick's investigation, the plot
arranges to return to his childhood
builds when he is reunited with a
home, using his connection with the
especially treasured.
When the Army of Liberation takes childhood friend whose keen memory
Times as leverage for investigating
control of their town, atrocities esca- leads Nick closer to the one person
documents and making inquiries of

By ELLEN HUGGETT

By DEAN KORDER
Music Critic

Let's say, a friend just turned you on to the "Grateful Dead" and now
you want to buy one of their CDs. You were pretty messed up, and really
don't remember what one you were listening to or, you just weren't paying
attention when he told you what studio album he thought was their best.
Or may be, while hanging out in Winona's alternative dance club (yeah,
right!) you heard a song by "Laibach" and wanted to know more about
them. What are you going to do?
The answers are easy if you happen to own The Rolling Stone Album
Guide or The Trouser Press Record Guide. These two indispensable coffeetable books offer the music buyer the chance to see what someone else
thinks about a particular CD, or a particular group, BEFORE they go out
and fork out fifteen or seventeen bucks to buy it.

THE ROLLING STONE ALBUM GUIDE : Completely New Reviews: Every
Essential Album, Every Essential Artist. Edited by Anthony DeCurtis and
James Henke with Holly George-Warren: reviewers Mark Coleman....(et
al.). 835 pages. 1992. Random House, NY.
This book boasts that it has it all, and it does offer a lot. It says it is "the
definite guide to the best of rock, pop, jazz, blues, country, soul, folk, and
gospel" music. What it offers, even the casual reader, is reviews of albums,
on major labels, by almost any major artists in, any of the major genres,
except classical. (Classical has it's own thousand page book, The Penguin
Guide to Compact Discs.) It's like an encyclopedia, but different. It is a guide
to popular new artists - Nirvana, Geto Boys, Paula Abdul, Madonna,
R.E.M. - as well as an informative look at the classic artists and albums that
made popular music what it is today. The people at Rolling Stone hype it
up to be "the bible of popular music criticism."
What I like best about the book is that it offers you reviews at a glance
with its familiar one-to-five star ratings. If they think an album is "disastrous," it gets one star, if they think an album is "classic," it gets five stars.
You can page through the book, look at a hundred albums, and get an idea
of what thebook thinks about them. You can check out your favorite group
to see what they think, or you can look up an artist your not familiar with
to see whether or not you should bother picking up some of their stuff.
Remember that "Grateful Dead" you heard the other night? Well it can't
tell you what album you were listening to, but it can tell you that their best
studio album, in their opinion, was "American Beauty."
The book will spark controversy. You might not like every opinion, by
every reviewer. You might not like the way they blasted your favorite
musical group. or favorite album, but you will have to admit that it makes
for some interesting reading, and it is an essential for the serious music
collector.
The Trouser Press Record Guide. Fourth Edition Edited by Ira A. Robbins.
763 pages. 1991. Collier Books, NY.
This one boasts "1,600 entries covering 2,500 artists and about 9,500
records" and says that it is "the ultimate guide to alternative music." In this
respect it is quite different from the Rolling Stone book and, therefore,
seemingly not quite as essential. You will not find every group in here, nor
every genre of music. In fact, it is hard to determine exactly why some
artists were included (Metallica, Sting) and other artists not (Poison, Frank
Zappa). It says that it tries to include bands that "favor experimentation,
radicalism, innovation, and self-expression, those who embrace music as
something beyond its potential financial or ego-massaging rewards." It's
kind of like the Bible, but different. In this respect, it isn't a book that
panders to everyone, you either believe in its philosophy, or you don't.
The thing I don't like about the book is that it doesn't offer the quick fix
that the Rolling Stone book does, there are no one-to-five star ratings.
Therefore, you have to actually read the reviews to get an idea of what the
reviewers think about a particular band or album. Isn't that a new concept?
Remember that "Laibach" song you heard at the alternative dance club?
Well, all you have to do is take a look in the book to find a concise anthology
of the band and their material.
Again, this book will spark controversy, perhaps a good natured
conversation or two, but if you are seriously into your music it is worth its
weight in CDs.

responsible for his mother's death.
Yates directs Eleni to a dramatic climax when Nick meets his adversary
face to face. I won't tell you what
happened, but the reality of the scene
is brought out very well.
As I viewed this film, my mind
was filled with recent images and
reports from news coverage of all
those children being forced from their
families by the Serbs, and I wondered
how they will survive the nightmares
imposed upon them, perhaps never
to see their loved ones again. And as
the closing credits of this well done
feature scrolled up the black screen, I
learned that "More than 28,000 Greek
children were taken from their parents and sent to Communist countries before the civil war ended in
1949."
As an editorial comment, perhaps
we need to reexamine our disgruntlement when our government contributes millions of our tax dollars to
other countries for aid during such
civil wars abroad. Put yourselves in
the shoes of those who are suffering
and dying at the hands of the militants. Imagine spending the rest of
your life without loved ones who
have been "ethnically cleansed" from
you. I, for one, would appreciate
having some hope to lean on from a
country willing to lend a helping
hand.

DeNiro's Tribeca doome
Show impressive but destined for failure
By RON ERDMANN
Television Critic

Not many people will arguewith you if you call Robert DeNiro one of the
greatest actors of all time. Tfat is for certain. Unfortunately, that same
number of people also feel that Tribeca, the new
television drama directed and produced by
DeNiro, will experience a long and prosperous
television life. That is highly unlikely at this point.
Although Tribeca has succeeded in impressing the
critics thus far, there are other factors at play that
will ultimately cause the show to crash and burn.

Tribeca is not like any other show on television.
It is like a collection of short stories, with the only
thing staying the same being the location—New
York City. What really sets tie show apart from
the others is the cast; it's never the same from week
to week. So far each show has featured a very
established actor/actress in the starring role, such
as Larry Fishburne (Boyz N' the Hood, Deep Cover)
and Peter Boyle (Young Frankenstein, The Dream
Team). An upcoming episode will star Academy
Award winner Joe Pesci (whom DeNiro has previously worked with in Raging Bull and Goodfellas).
The characters that these great performers portray
do not remain on the show. After their episode is
over, they disappear into the depths of the city
never to be seen again. It's kind of like Fantasy
Island, except Tattoo would only have to run up all
of those stairs and ring that bell once.
You maybe wondering why I thinkthis show won't be around for too long.
This isn't something that I've just dreamt up, this will be a lesson about the
cold world of television. There is one big reason for my prediction, and her
name is Roseanne Arnold (I said big, didn't I?). Opposite Tribeca on Tuesday

night at 8 p.m. is Roseanne, the number one rated sitcom on television. I'm
sorry Mr. DeNiro, but no matter how well done your program is, it doesn't
stand a chance against Mrs. Arnold. No show does. The plight of Tribeca is
very similar to that of NBC's Homicide: Life on the Street. What we have there
is a terrific police program by an Academy Award winning director, that is
thrown in the ring against the second-highest
rated sitcom on television, ABC's Home Improvement. No contest. The show has almost
been officially axed already. The safest thing
to say is that there are literally no good time
slots left on television. Every major network
has their "heavy hitters" planted firmly on the
best nights at the best times. There's really
nowhere to go.
Another factor that will work against Tribeca
is the fact that the cast members don't return
the next week. This doesn't allow the viewers
to get attached to a specific actor/actress. This
is half the battle, to make your viewers love
your characters, or love to hate them. Sure,
when people are made aware that a performer
they are fond of will be appearing on the show,
they will watch it. But what next? What is
there to make these people want to watch the
show again?
It's a travesty, a grave injustice. The television world deserves to have a show like Tribeca
on the air. The only way that this series can be
expected to stay afloat is if it's given a safer
place to swim. I hope to see this show around
for awhile, and if you give it a try you'll see why.
For now, Tribeca can be found on the Fox network at 8 p.m. on Tuesdays.
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What's going on ...
Chamber Orchestra Concert
The Saint Paul Chamber Orchestra, under the direction of Hugh Wolff, will perform a concert, "A Memorial
to Betty King," on Friday, April 23 in Somsen Auditorium at Winona State University beginning at 7:30 p.m.
Tri-State Area Singles
All singles, couples, and married persons welcome to
a dance on Friday, April 16, 1993, 8:30 p.m.-12:30 p.m.
at the "Acorn Ballroom", Hwy. 35/54, Centerville, WI.
The "Buck Hollow Band" of Decorah, IA will play,
admission is $4.00 per person.
Students for Choice Rally
Fifth annual Students for Choice rally will be Saturday,
May 8 at 12:00 noon at the band shell. Come listen to
the speakers and live band by the lake. Keep your eyes
open for further information. Be pro-choice, take a
stand, come and listen to our bands.
"Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood" producer to speak
The Associate Producer of the children's television
program, "Mr. Rogers' Neighborhood", Hedda
Sharapan, will be at Winona Senior High for a evening
talk on Friday, April 23 at 7:00 p.m. On Saturday, April
24, Ms. Sharapan will hold a workshop from 8:30 a.m.
to Noon at Lincoln School. This may be of special
interest to Education majors.
Auditions for Minnesota State Universities video
Male and female actors are needed for a video sponsored by the Minnesota State Universities that will
explore the problem of sexual harassment on campus.
The producers will be casting 10 to 12 primary roles
and 20 small roles for the video, called "The Invisible
Line on Campus." The auditions will be held on Sunday, April 18 in the Performing Arts Center, Magnus
Theatre, from noon to 4 p.m., call-backs from 4 to 5 p.m.

They've Got Class

Nutrition Nibbles
With summer just around the corner, you may be tempted to try something drastic, like diet pills, to get
back into "shape". Diet pills, or appetite suppressants, may decrease
your appetite temporarily, but they
may have many side effects. They
can be addictive, cause insomnia, and
increase blood pressure. Behavior
changes such as irritability, anxiety,
and nervousness are common. They
can also cause seizures, strokes, and
heart attacks. Most people who try
diet pills may lose weight
temporarily, but the weight loss is
mostly water and muscle, and the
pounds are quickly regained. If you
want to lose FAT, get moving! A 30minute walk, 4 to 5 times a week,
along with a low-fat eating plan, is all
it takes to shape up and trim down.
For more information see the nutritionist in the Health Service.
Brenda Koth, WSU Nutritionist

Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor'
The first nursing class to graduate from Stark Hall.

THIS WEEK'S HOT SPOT

The acoustic alternative
By THE HOT SPOT SPIES

Winona has few alternatives to
the bar scene. Recently the Acoustic
Cafe has moved in to fill that space.
I t offers inexpensive hot hoagies and
pita sand wiches, gourmet coffee, and
will soon feature live acoustic entertainment.
The cafe which is located at 77
Lafayette is close to the downtown
bar area and the movie theater. This
will make it a good place to relax
after a movie or after the bars close.
The atmosphere is fairly unique.
The booths are made of wood and
were built by the owner's father.
The wood floor has been refinished
but still has many of the marks on it
from the furniture store that used to
be there. This adds a lot of character
to the place. Although the walls are
bare now, Greg Heymans, the owner,

Ratings Poor * Fair ** Good "* Very Good **"
Excellent *****
Atmosphere ***1\2 Food **** Cleanliness **** Price *****
Extras ***1\2 Overall *"*
plans on allowing local art students
to display their works.
Heymans started his first hoagie
shop in the skyway of St. Paul in
1990. The shop (Hogan Brothers)
started with "the concept of a really
good sandwich," said Heymans.

This all culminated in the Acoustic Cafe here in Winona. When he
was looking for a location for his
third store he wanted an area close to
a college campus that did not already
have a coffee house.

Heymans opened his second store
at downtown Northfield in 1991. It
still only featured hoagie sandwiches.
He got the idea about serving gourmet coffee from a coffee shop down
the street. He also allowed local talent to play at his restaurant on the

We felt that the food was very
good. The sand wiches were large
and a good value. The soup was
homemade and was very filling. The
specialty coffee was a really good
value especially for the size of the
cup.

Pasifiarts prn for 93-94 *heal Nrar
Editor-in-Chief
News Editor
News Reporters

Variety Editor
Variety Reporters
Sports Editor

Sports Reporters
Photographers
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The cafe's hours are from 7:30 a.m.
to 11:00 p.m. on Sundays through
Wednesdays. On Thursday through
Saturday the cafe is open until 1:30
a.m.

econoltfoods
The Big Name For Value
PHARMACY • DELI •
SCRATCH BAKERY

COMPLETE FLORAL
97¢ VIDEO RENTALS

fr

0$\\/\6

weekends.

The service is different than most
restaurants. You place your order at
the counter and it is brought out to
you by a person from behind the
counter. "This system makes eating
out cheaper because you don't have
to tip a waiter," said Heymans.

Winonan
Lower Hyphen-Kryzsko Commons
Winona State University

oi?

OPEN 24 HOURS • 7 DAYS A WEEK
WINONA STATE ... THANK YOU FOR
SHOPPING AT ECONO FOODS

'

1858 SERVICE DR. WINONA, MN. 55987

Get Classified
in the
Winonan
ATTENTION STUDENTS:
*(10-20 year olds)

Now there is an alternative hot spot in town!
• Mon-Thur $3 cover charge (enter from 7pm on)
• Fri-Sat $4 cover charge - a maximum of 50 allowed in
(enter from 7 - 9p111)

BREWING CO.

SPECIALTY NIGHTS:

Wed ••
Thurs so
Fri so

Also: 2 tacos for $1 ->->> Monday nights - 9pm

p

*(21 & older)

Wed-Thur $3 cover with
beer in the pool hall 8 - lOpm.

BOGER
79 E. 2nd
452-4606

4

Sat is

pu .

65 E. 4th Street •• Winona

I
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Sports
Warriors survive tough week
By DAVID BOEHLER
Co Sports Editor
-

The Winona State University baseball team played rather impressively
considering the competition it faced this past week.
The team split a doubleht4der with Mankato State, ranked 18th in Division
II, swept two fromrival
val St. ary's and won one of four from UW-Oshkosh,
ranked fifth in Division III.
"We hope it's the toughest part of the schedule." says coach Gary Grob. .
"There will be tough games once conference play starts, but hopefully not this
tough."
WSU had a chance to sweep Mankato State last Monday, April 5th, but an
unearned run allowed the Mustangs to pull out the first game, 5-4 in eight
innings.
Brian Cada had
three lead off
hits in the game.
Cada has been "We hope it's the toughest
outstanding in
the young season.
part
of
the
schedule.
There
His .429 batting
average, eight
doubles and 11 walks will be tough games once
all are tops for
the Warrior offense.
conference play starts, but
In the second
game, Winona
fought back to gain hopefully not this tough."
the split, 7-5.
WSU scored three
runs in the first
Coach Gary Grob
inning on an Eric
Elwer triple that
cleared the bases.
After the score
was tied at five,
the Warriors scored the winning runs in the sixth inning.
With two outs and runners on second and third, pinch hitter Jeff Maschka
dumped a single just inside the rightfield line, driving in the final runs for the
Warrior victory.
Freshman Pat Schneider picked up his first collegiate win on the mound in
relief of Chris Gove.
The following day the Warriors played their first games of the season at
Loughery field, defeating St. Mary's by scores of 8-2 and 3-2.
In the third inning, WSU broke out for seven runs on six hits—three of those
hits were doubles by Rob Scherer, Kevin Daleness, and Chad Schroeder,
accounting for five runs.
Pat Holmes upped his record to 4-0, allowing only one earned run in six
innings.
The second game had to be decided in extra innings.
Rob Scherer drove in the winning run with a one-out single over the
shortstop's head.
Cada again led the offense, going 3-3 at the plate.
Brad Pelzek picked up the win on the hill.
The Warriors knew the Easter weekend series would not be easy.
Oshkosh was ranked number one in the Division III preseason poll and it
showed in the four games at Loughery field on Friday and Saturday.
The Warriors' Joe Taschetta ignored the rankings in the first game of the
series, pitching his team to a complete-game 4-1 win.
"It helped when they swung at the first pitch," said Taschetta, who improves
his record to 2-2. "I only threw 90 pitches and that's unheard of for me."
Maschka hit a monstrous home run over the rightfield wall in thejourth
inning that gave the Warriors a 2-1 lead.
A Scherer double drove in two more runs in the sixth inning to secure WSU's
only win of the weekend.
In the nightcap, Oshkosh held on for the 8-6 victory.
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Brian Basham/Asst. Photo Editor

See Baseball, page 11

The Warriors' second baseman, Dan Gramm, makes the throw to Chris Gove, the first baseman, to get a
put out of a SMC base runner.

Gymnasts send
four to nationals

athletic

cutting athletic program s a t Wit

By JENNIFER VON ALLMEN
Co-Sports Editor

Even though Winona State University's gymnastics team did not qualify
for the USGF National Division II championships as a team, but four
individuals were able to compete last Thursday through Saturday in
Springfield, Mass.
Shannon Pohl, Melissa Green, Rachele Elefeson and Tifani Shaffer all
competed at the national event.
Pohl, a freshman, returned to WSU with the best finish for the Warriors.
She took 18th on the vault.
Green, a freshman, placed 31st on the balance beam and 35th on the
bars. She ended in 19th place for the all-around competition.
Elefeson didn't make it to the final round of the floor competition
despite a personal best 9.65 performance. Her score tied for sixth, but the
judges did not include her to advance to the final round.
Shaffer was also not chosen to advance to the final round of the floor
competition. She tied for seventh place, but again the judges chose not to
advance her to the final round of competition.
Texas Women's University won the event.
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By JENNIFER VON ALLMEN
Co-Sports Editor

Two weeks ago St. Cloud State University fell to Winona State
University's men's tennis team.
The match up between the two teams last Tuesday, April 6 at St. Cloud
produced a different result.
The Huskies of SCSU defeated the Warriors 7-2.
Winona's only wins in the first outdoor meet of the season came from
No. 1 singles, Corey Prondzinski over SCSU's Brad Digre 4-6, 6-4, 6-2 and
from Nol doubles team of Pronzkinski and Matt Bollant over Digre and
Paul Lohr 7-6, 6-3.
WSU's other match-ups were dominated by SCSU as the Huskies won
in straight sets except for trouble from No. 3 singles player Mike Koehler
who hung on until the third set 4-6, 6-4, 6-4 and No. 4 singles Bill
Drazkowski also went to the third set 7-5, 4-6, 6-4.
The Warriors played UW-La Crosse on Tuesday at St. T's Tennis.
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athletics are attaining

The women's Ultimate
Frisbee team, the Bad Monaz,
kicked off the spring season by
cruising south to play in the 12th
Annual Fools Fest, on the first
weekend in April.
The tournament was hosted
by the "Betty's" and the "Green
Giants" from the University of
Kansas.
Fools Fest brought 33 teams
together to play the game of
Ultimate.
Even though Mother Nature
supplied 40 degree
temperatures, including steady
wind and rain, the spirit was still
bright.
Players made the best of the
situation which resulted in
muddy-rain soaked bodies.
"At least we are still together,"
said Juli Lester.
At the end of the day, the
Monaz found themselves in
fourth place of their pool and
headed into the semi-finals the
following day.
"We celebrated the fact that
Mother Nature couldn't stop us,
and we would play on," said
Melissa Maund.
On Sunday the Bad Monaz
lost in semi-final play to Syzygy
from Carleton College.
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* GRAND OPENING *

Baseball

Spring Fever

Continued from page 10

Patrick Wieczorek/Winorlan Staff
Greg Ryan, a senior history major, played frisbee golf last Saturday afternoon near the
Prentiss-Lucas sand pit.

ExclusiveWanior
BaseballGoverage
EvayWeek

Winona's Complete "Wine" Store!!

UW-0 jumped out to a 6-1 lead and
saw Winona come within two at 8-6,
but the Warriors couldn't pull it out.
Cove went 3-4 at the plate while
suffering the loss on the mound.
The Warriors didn't have a chance
in Saturday's action, losing 5-1 in the
first game and 5-0 in the second game
behind a one-hitter from Tom Petri.
"Their pitching shut off our hitting," said Grob.
In Game 1, Division III All-American Chad Kopitzke held the Warriors
to only four hits while striking out 10.
Said Oshkosh coach Tom Lechnir:
"We threw out two best pitchers today. They threw very well and just
stuffed them at the plate."
Pat Holmes picked up his first loss
of the season, putting his record at 41 with an ERA of 2.67.
The second game saw the Warriors
collect one hit—a third-inning single
by Mike Shromoff.
Petri faced only 23 batters, two
more than the minimum for a seven
inning game, while striking out seven.
"They hit the ball in clutch situations," said coach Grob. "We can't be
disappointed though."
His team's record falls to 13-10 but
that won't last very long.
The Warriors host Grand View
College today, then open conference
play at Loughery Field against Southwest State on Friday and Saturday.
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MOVE INTO
ARMY RESERVE.
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An exciting career in health care may be easier
to get started in than you think. The Army Reserve's
new Specialized Training forArmy Readiness (STAR)
program pays for your tuition, books and fees at a
local, Army-approved, civilian school of your choice.
Train as a/an:
■ Dental Laboratory Specialist ■ Emergency
Medical Technician (Paramedic) ■ Practical Nurse ■ Operating
Room Specialist ■ X-Ray Specialist ■ Pharmacy Specialist ■
Respiratory Specialist ■ Laboratory Specialist
To see if you qualify and to learn more, call:

InlirWinctian

Full size 57 Chevy Outdoor Movie Fantasy

350 E. SARNIA-Delivery 452-2829

A SPECIAL KIND OF BEVERAGE STORE!
WI-M-M-1M1-1111-1•171r1NIFIIIIIMMI-1•114,
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THE NEAREST OUTLET.
There are over 600 Outward Bound

minutes. A long hot shower, an

courses in hiking, sailing, skiing, canoeing,

hour. A weekend in the country -- until

it:114

Compare this to the effects of one short
week with Outward Bound®.

'I Winona's Bir,thday Bar 1 '
.

comes from deep down inside. And a
feeling that you can accomplish anything

• All Top Shelf mixers
for the price of a rail
mixer
• Try the Import of the Day
For a real special price!

require any special skills or training.

Once you've got Outward Bound in your
Find out which one is right for you. Call
1-800-243-8520 for a free color catalog. Or
write to Outward Bound

D
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Sound good so far? It only gets better.

even dogsledding to choose from. None

BRO TH ER S

A special kind of confidence, one that

Import TaPS

It stays with you, wherever you go,
whatever you do -- long after you've left the

06830. Financial aid and
academic credit available.

A nonprofit. nondiscriminatory organization. celebrating 50 years of excellence in education worldwide.
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"Come celebrate your
Birthday with us!"
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USA, 384 Field Point
Road, Greenwich, CT
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Like a . completely new outlook on life.

you put your mind to.
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cup of coffee last about thirty

Monday afternoon, at the latest.
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED
$200-$500 WEEKLY
Assemble products at home. Easy!
No selling. You're paid direct. Fully
Guarenteed. FREE Information-24
hour Hotline. 801-379-2900.

* EXTRA INCOME "93"*
EARN $200-$500 WEEKLY Mailing 1993 UWTI travel brochures. For
more informaiton send self addressed
envelope to: Travel INC., P.O. Box
2530, Miami, FL 3316.

CRUISESHIP EMPLOYMENT now
hiring students. $300-$900 wkly. Summer/full time. Tour Guides, Gift Shop
Sales,Deck Hands, Bartenders,Casino
Dealers, Etc. World travel-Caribbean,
Alaska, Europe, Hawaii. No Experience Necessary. Call 1-602-680-0323
Ext 23.
LIVE RENT FREE WHILE ATTENDING WSU!
The WSU Alumni House is looking
for a student to live in the Alumni
House beginning June 1, 1993. The
responsibilities would include checking in overnight guests that arrive after
business hours and preparing sleeping rooms for guests. You would have
your own private room at no cost, use
of kitchen and laundry facilities. For
more information, call Debbie at 4575027, 8:30am-3:00pm or stop by the
Alumni House at 227 W. 7th St.

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRINGEarn $2,000+/Month. Summer and
Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For information call 1-206-634-0468 ext. C5677.

Jay Double-YouHey! How's the shadow puppets?
Kind of difficult to do in the darkroon
Bartending position open! Apply in Heh?
person 5-7 p.m. at Charlies D&D Bar,
-See-Emm
204 W Second.
FroggyRibbit, Croaky, Creee-oak, Hop,
Hop, Ker-plunk
-Cornelius

Help Wanted! Apply in person at
Brothers, 129 W 3rd EOE.

FOR SALE

CHEAP! FBI/U.S. SEIZED
89 Mercedes
$200
86 VW
$50
87 Mercedes
$100
65 Mustang
$50
Choose from thousands starting
$50. FREE information-24 Hour
Hotline. 801-379-2929.
For Sale: Switchit Interchangeable
Skate System (Roller Blades) New,
only worn two times, Black boot w/2
sets of wheels anti buckles(purple and
teal) Size M7 W8 1/2 Value of $250
NOW $175 Call 453-1709.
Queen soft side waterbed, aqua
support brand, 2 years old, price negotiable, around $150. Leave message
at 454-5163.
Tall wood bunks for sale. Prof.
made-sturdy and high quality. Made
for dorms and great for apartment $75
or best offer. Call 453-1709.
For Sale: SEGA Genisis, includes
1 • controller, three games, Batman
Returns, T2, Ice Hockey, $175. Call
Steve 454-2620.

"T" MosleyWhat's Up Cuz? We gotta hit
LaCrosse again so we can eat more
chicken wings and french fries. How
about another half court shot?
-Fosters
Andrea S.It's so niceto see you working out at
St. T's so often. How about another
shot?
_77292

Baby BrownNice Car!! How about a ride sometime? I'm so jealous! So, have you
forgotten my phone number or what!
CALL ME!
-Jade
DonnaJust think, just a few more weeks
and we are rid of her!!! Thanks for
sticking by me through all of this! I
knew if we stuck together we would
survive! What's for dinner next week?
-Joan
J. EvermanPut the key in the ignition, turn the
key, and listen to the car go
VR00000M!!!!
-Econo Man

PERSONALS

TrevorAsst. Ad Manager of the Winonan"Well, !guess we're not going to be
Where did you get that thing? It
Calbert Chaney is worthless. But
friends
then.
That's
too
bad,
you
were
looks like it has been abandoned for
don't worry, I think you're groovy!
the
only
person
I
knew
in
New
York."
years! .But, as long as it gets you
_72779
where you want to go I guess it will do!
When can I get a ride, or better yet,
Kristy Blacwellwhen can I drive it to the dump???
Guess what?? I know this guy who
Pooh-Sam
thinks you are hot! Let me set you up
I've got a huge pot of honey for you!
with him!!!
Jen BAll tyou have to do is come over to my
_77727
house. Maybe then we can have a
Guess what? We do still exist! I bet
picnic in the woods!
you'd given up hope by now huh? Ya
-Piglet
know, one of these days we are going
Jeff Carabellito have to get togetherfor a barbequ or
Get off the couch and stop watchsomething. Give us a call! You still ing T.V. and do something with your
have our number don't ya?
worthless life!
-Jen & Dawn
-UNC Fan
Advertise
In
the
ScooterHad a great time last weekend!
Next time, let's finish the whole bottle!
Are you up for a game of twister?
-Ritz

FrankA public poetry reading called Ink
You can come over to my tent any
Blots will be held on April 19 at 7:30
p.m. in Dining rooms A&B. Presented night! Just make sure that the others
by Peots Ink. MC John Reinhard. don't find out about it! What would they
think? Let's make a date for the 25th!
Open mike.
-Margaret
April 19th-Monday, Happy 21st
Birthday Heather Pederson!!! Bar hopping at 10 p.m.: Call ASAP, anyone
welcome!! Call 453-1993

Last chance to place your guess to
win the Trex 800 Mt. Bike!!
- D-Phi-E

SchrisWigglesThe Mill Road on Friday Heh?
llove the way you move! Where did
Sounds too good to be true! I really
need to have a social life this weekend you learn to dance that way?
-Impressed
and I really need your help! You being
the "expert" alcoholic and all! Maybe
afterwards we can make shadow puppets in the dark!
-Trip

Amy DahlThanks for the cable box!! You're a
Lisareal doll!!
Glad to hear that Arizona was good
-D.J.
conversational English abroad. Japan
to you! We HAVE to get together soon
Poptarts in the wind. Love those
and Taiwan. Many provide room &
and gossip! Margarita's at your
Todd Burnshands.
Stubby
fingered
queen.
You
board + other benefits! Make $2,000"That's not it." "What do you have, house??? I'll bring the ice!
$4,000+ per month. No previous train- can really feel it in a 500.
-Jen
a shoehorn in there?"
-The Alcoholic
ing or teaching certificate required.
-77777
For employment program call: (206)
SproutTracing Paper & Dr. Dew632-1146 ext. J5677.
Missed ya! Don't leave ever again!
So, you found a place to live huh?
Matt & Lyss-Mr. Stick in the mud man &
Have you guys fallen off of the face Too bad about the no men rule!! BUMALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYSparky of the planet or what??? I haven't seen MER! Have you dined with the queen
MENT- Fisheries. Earn $600+/Week
you in ages! One of these days we are yet? Make sure and tell her hello from
in canneries or $4,000+/month on fishgoing to have to do the card game me! Oh, and by the way, try and make
ing boats. Free transportation! Room
AK& Board! Over 8,000 openings. Male
Walk Me! Feed Me! Never Leave thing! By the way, what IS up with that one of the palace guards smile for me!
I've always wanted to do that! More
dog???
or Female. For employment program Me!
next week!
-Jen
call 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5677.
-BK
-Pooter

INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT- Make money teaching basic

Barry BFour more weeks of pure hell and
then we are done!!!
-SMC Sports

WINONAN!! Send messages to your friends, advertise, or get to know
someone through our personals! Students-only .25/
line!
All ads must be prepaid
at the Cashiers office 107
Somsen. Deadline 12 noon
on Fridays.
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$ 1000

IN JUST ONE WEEK!
PLUS $1000 FOR THE

MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
And a FREE
IGLOO COOLER
if you qualify. Call

1-800-932-0528. Ext 65

D-Phi-E PRESENTS
The Time Has
Come To Guess
The Amount Of
M&M's To Win
A Trek 800 Mountain
Bike
Look For Us Around Campus M&M's Donated by Midtown Foods
Guesses Taken April 12-22
Bike Purchased at Adventure Cycle

LITTLE CAESARS CAMPUS PLEASER
1993's Best Value on Campus!

Just ask for the Campus Pleaser.

452 - 8752

• 2 Small Pizzas
with cheese & 1 topping*

98
SP/

* excludes extra cheese

• 2 pops

(16 oz. size)

plus tax

• 2 four piece orders
of Crazy Bread
• Crazy Sauce for dipping

Mix or Match
your Pizzas
Pan! Pan! (2 square pan pizzas)
Pizza! Pizza! (2 round pizzas)
Or one of each

o

WE DELIVER
1201 GILMORE AVE

Quick Slice Days!

Tuesday is Twosday!
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Buy any Caesars sandwich,
get the identical sandwich
FREE!

(1 square pan pizza and 1 round pizza)

Little Caesars . l'4 PizzallIzzar

I

Little Caesars'

ef;

plus
tax

I

Pepperoni or Italian Sausage
Wednesday & Thursday only
11:00 am - 2:00 pm
2 slice minimum
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